
 
 

Our intern’s experiences 
” You get a kick each time you get an assignment” 
by Christine Kilsmark 

Jørgen Larsen is CesTek’s intern. Jørgen is currently studying to 
become an automation technician and graduates this summer. He 
started his internship in January and has participated in CesTeks 
projects.  

Despite his busy day, Jørgen had some time to answer my 
questions, so we could get some enlightenment about how things 
are going as CesTek’s intern. 

 
What projects are you working on right now?  
” Right now, I’m working on a project with two ovens that 
harden components. I have assembled a switchboard and done 
the programming in TIA 15. 

I have also worked with on a sorting plant which sorts which 
containers of fish get sent with certain carriers. Here, I have 
done HMI programming and electrical drawings. 

I have also helped assemble some mobile robots which I have 
test driven”. 

 
What have you learnt since you came to CesTek Automation?  
” I have learnt to do more programming in Siemens. I have learnt how to structure my work 
and how to take care of our customers. I have also participated in a number of meetings and 
seen how one idea turns into a result”. 
 

What do you find interesting about your work? 

” It’s interesting with the different assignments from robots and 
small regulating tasks to mobile robots and sorting plants. 

The wide range of tasks gives you a kick each time you get an 
assignment which helps you to work focused and structured in 
order to get the best result for the customer but also for CesTek”. 

It’s also interesting to work with so many skillful colleagues and 
learn from them”. 
 
What will you be working on in the near future? 

” I will be programming different transporter plants. I will be working on the plant with the 
two ovens, which I have programmed and assembled and then I might be helping program 
the sorting plant, to which I have drawn up the electrical drawings”. 


